SECRET 161987

DIA Cite Wave 949

TYPIC HISPANIC AMSTRUT (AMLTYC)

1. AMSTRUT-2 IS MARCH PROGRAM CARRIED SPECIAL STATEMENT
   BY AMSTRUT-2 RE CUBELAS TRIAL. AMSTRUT-2 CLAIMED FIDEL'S
   REQUEST THAT CUBELAS NOT BE GIVEN DEATH SENTENCE WAS NOT
   HUMANITARIAN DEED BUT DUE SIGNIFICANT INDICATIONS OF
   MILITARY UNREST AND FROM FEAR POPULAR SENTIMENT AND POSSIBLE
   CONSPIRACY BY DISSIDENT MEMBERS REBEL ARMY AND MILITIA.
   AMSTRUT-2 ALSO STATED CASTRO STAGING CUBELAS SHOW TRIAL AND
   HAS NO HUMANE FEELINGS SINCE NOW OVER 75,000 CUBAN POLITICAL
   PRISONERS AND THOUSANDS ALREADY EXECUTED BY CASTRO REGIME'S
   ORDER. TEXT OF STATEMENT RELEASED TO AP, UPI, AND FRANCE
   PRESS FOR REPLAY. TAPE TO BE POURED AT SOONEST.

2. (AMLTYC) WEEKLY EDITORIAL BROADCASTS 7-12 MARCH
   INCLUDED COMMENTS SIMILAR AMSTRUT-2'S RE CUBELAS TRIAL.
   OTHER SPECIAL THEMES DISCUSSED DEATH CAMILO TORRES, COLOMBIAN
   GUEVARILLA LEADER KILLED IN COMBAT, AND COMMUNIST TECHNIQUE
   USING UNIVERSITIES TO GAIN POWER AND SUPPORT, THEN DESTROYING
   ITS AUTONY. PROVIDED CONCLUSIVE ON COMMUNIST SETBACK IN
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INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT SHAKEUP WITH DISPOSAL OF SUKARNO
AN EXAMPLE WHAT COULD HAPPEN TO CASTRO.
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